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Howie and Suzanne 

Goodman were valued 

members at Beth Judea until 

they decided to make aliyah 

in 2009. The Goodmans 

have agreed to provide us 

with a blog on their 

experiences as new olim in 

Israel. Though we continue 

to miss the Goodmans, we 

can all look forward to 

reading about their 

adventures in Israel through 

their blog.
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Life with the Corona Virus is a bit like the movie Groundhog Day. But, of course, much more

serious. Our calendars are pretty blank, and every day is blurred into every other day.

Israel has been under a national lockdown for the past three weeks to contain a raging second

wave of the pandemic. At one point, Israel reached some 9,000 daily cases. However, recent days

have seen both the number of daily cases and the percentage of positive tests go down amid

sweeping restrictions on the public. The second coronavirus lock-down in Israel went into effect

mid-day on September 18, which was also the eve of Rosh Hashanah. Israel is one of the first

nations to go into a second corona lockdown. This time around no one is allowed to venture more

than 1000 meters from their abode without an essential mission. Some exceptions to these

limitations in Israel are: someone conducting prayers (a cantor or shofar blower), first-degree

relatives of fallen soldiers from the Yom Kippur War may go to memorial services. Anyone going to

purchase a lulav and etrog for Succot, materials for building a sukkah or to perform the pre-Yom

Kippur kaparot ritual. No sooner were the new regulations and their exemptions published on

Thursday, that the airwave and social media filled up with ideas about how to beat the system.

Some of the ideas were jokes, others serious. But they all put on display another widespread Israeli

trait: working to outsmart the system and avoid feeling like a freir (sucker). On the serious side

there are some other exceptions that Israel feels are important; demonstrations, religious rituals,

donating blood, honoring the nation’s fallen soldiers, taking care of sick animals and international

travel are considered exceptional needs.

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu did not give the order to close synagogues during the

lockdown to all but 20 or 30 people. Instead, a convoluted formula was developed for prayer in

synagogues that itself reads as if it was drawn from a tractate of the Talmud; “ln a structure of 500

sq. m. with five entrances, 12 capsules of 10 people each shall be permitted to pray. In a structure

of 70 sq.m. with one entrance, one capsule of 10 people shall be permitted to pray due to the

limitations of the place, since two capsules require 80 sq.m. of space.”
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Our synagogue has resorted to holding services on Zoom. We have been doing Kabbalat services
on Friday for several months. The Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur services were led by our special
holiday cantors, Aitan and Liel Birnbaum. They are the sons of our rabbi emeritus, Rabbi Irving
Birnbaum. The rabbi who is 91, is in the hospital after serious surgery. Thanks to Zoom, he was able
to participate in the services and even blew the shofar. Dani Birnbaum, another one of his talented
sons conducted part of the services from the hospital room. The method worked well and many
members and their friends and families comfortably experienced the rituals. Many would not have
attended if the services had been at the shul. Sara and Harvey Bordowitz, members of our
congregation, led Sukkot and Simchat Torah Services. They had a white board with our Silverman
Siddur so all could follow. Harvey is from the USA originally and was the director of the Herzlia
Symphony Orchestra for over 25 years. Sara has been our shul secretary for many years.

The Pandemic experience is one that we all hope will end soon. Although sometimes it does seem
far more convenient to do things on Zoom as it is convenient. It has made it possible for us to watch
weekly concerts sponsored by Shearim in Netanya, an organization formed by Rabbi Birnbaum 25
years ago to help Russian immigrants. They have continued their weekly musical concerts. The well
known musicians who have suffered from lack of performances are doing their performances out of
their homes. Your 7 o’clock sessions Zoom sessions are at 3 AM our time due to the time difference.
However, the timing worked out that I am able to attend Sherry Weinberger’s Mussar lecture at 10
PM our time. Some Beth Judea members joined us for a tour of Prime Minister Rabin’s Museum in
Tel Aviv in September via Zoom. Suzanne attends a weekly torah portion class that is now on Zoom
along with an English speaking book club, which after a short break is now Zooming. Maybe some
good things can come out of this experience.

On April 26,the 2020 Annual London Marathon was postponed due to the pandemic and was

rescheduled for October 4 as a virtual marathon. Virtual means that you can run the 42.2 kilometer

anywhere in the world while your cellphone is logged onto and monitored by the official app. The

only Israeli participant running in Israel was 78-year-old Flora Frank who mapped out a route in

Efrat, Israel and covered the required distance in six hours and 40 minutes. Frank made aliyah

nearly two decades ago and has run in some 40 marathons raising money for causes. She suggests

that Israel hold the Jerusalem Marathon this way next year if coronavirus is still an issue.

Masks are required in public and most are wearing them. Those not wearing them are subject to

fines. Nine thousand nine hundred fifty two tickets have been issued over the Simchat Torah

weekend. 500 shekels ($175). While traveling to doctors appointments, we saw several road blocks

that were stopping cars to question where they were going. Some areas such as Hassidic areas

where there have been higher numbers of infections are more carefully monitored. Restaurants are

only open for take out and delivery. Howie’s birthday dinner was a family dinner delivered from

Japanika a local restaurant. Only essential service stores such as grocery and pharmacies are open.

We need to get hair cuts and have thought of calling our hairdresser to come and cut hair for 3 or 4

family members. We could do it outside. Public officials have been questioned for their actions and

Sara Netanyahu, prime minister’s wife, just got in trouble for having her hairdresser come to style her

hair. She thought it was essential to get her hair styled before she made a video of ways we should

be keeping the corona rules!
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The Health Ministry’s plan to gradually ease the national coronavirus lockdown will last at least four

months and depend on ever-decreasing daily case numbers, according to a report October 10th. The

plan cited by Israel TV Channel 12 proposes target dates for the different stages of lifting restrictions,

but any easing of the limitations could be pushed off if the infection rate hasn’t dropped enough. Most

aspects of the plan have previously been reported as well by other news outlets.

There are nine stages to the plan starting October 18th. The stages are based on case numbers

being at certain levels for each new phase to commence. It spans a time frame from October 18th

through January with the final stages not implemented until the pandemic is defeated. The death toll

was at 1,914 October 10th out of a population of only a little over nine million people.

The lockdown has been marked by clashes between enforcing police and ultra-Orthodox protesters,

as well as between police and anti-government protesters who are calling for Netanyahu’s resignation

due to his ongoing corruption trial and the government’s handling of the virus outbreak.

While all of the Corona virus issues have continued, Israel has signed diplomatic agreements with the

United Arab Emirates and Bahrain, two of our Arab neighbors, and the word “historic” has been used

a lot.

For Israel and the region, the so-called Abraham Accords signings truly were historic. There was a big

ceremony on the White House Lawn, which conjured memories of Yitzhak Rabin and Yasser Arafat

shaking hands after signing the Oslo Accords. President Donald Trump and Israeli Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu each have been nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize for their roles in brokering

the deals.

Three separate documents were signed: the separate

pacts Israel has with the UAE and Bahrain, and a general

statement by all the parties involved, including the United

States, which played a key role in the negotiation process.

The general statement, titled the Abraham Accords

Declaration, affirms that all the signees agree to “pursue a

vision of peace, security, and prosperity in the Middle East

and around the world.” It also notably includes language

about the ties of the three Abrahamic religions (Judaism,

Islam and Christianity) and a condemnation of

“radicalization and conflict” — a resonant note about a

region whose conflicts have given rise to terrorism.

Neither of the individual agreements contain in-depth

detail, but the Israel-UAE treaty is more developed

because it was announced nearly a month earlier. Bahrain

announced its agreement with Israel and agreed to join the

White House ceremony relatively late in the game.
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The signers of the Abraham Accords September 15, 2020 at the White House were Bahrain Foreign

Minister Abdullatif al-Zayani, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu, President Donald Trump

and UAE Foreign Minister Abdullah bin Zayed.

In the course of four pages, the Israel-UAE document says both nations will establish “full

normalization of bilateral ties,” embassies with resident ambassadors and cooperation in an array of

areas, from investment to tourism and agriculture. It also calls for both parties to “foster mutual

understanding, respect, co-existence and a culture of peace between their societies in the spirit of

their common ancestor, Abraham.”

The shorter Israel-Bahrain document says that the countries, in addition to opening embassies for the

first time, will hammer out specific agreements in a similarly wide range of areas in the coming

Israel, since it’s modern state founding, has had little acceptance in the Middle East. However, there

are peace treaties with Egypt and Jordan. By establishing these diplomatic ties, the UAE and Bahrain

are recognizing Israel as a country that is here to stay in the region. It’s a sign that the wider narrative

about Israel in the Middle East could be beginning to change. Many feel it shows our legitimacy as a

country and the Palestinian issue should be treated as a separate issue.

There is one big difference between these agreements and the ones Israel signed with Egypt and

Jordan: Those were peace treaties and these aren’t. Both Egypt and Jordan border Israel, also

making the treaties more significant. They removed immediate threats to Israel and allowed Israel to

cooperate openly with two of its neighbors on border concerns.

Neither the UAE nor Bahrain have ever attacked Israel; nor has Israel attacked them. So there was no

peace to be made. And unlike with Egypt and Jordan, Israel and the two countries are far from each

other.

But in some ways, Israelis are more excited about these treaties because now Israelis can travel to

the UAE and Bahrain, and vice versa. Businesses in Israel will be able to trade with both countries.

Following decades of clandestine contacts, the countries can collaborate openly on military

intelligence, technological development and countering regional threats like Iran. The deals also buy

all three parties good will with the United States, which has long advocated for cooperation in the

Middle East.

After COVID19 we can expect a tourism boom. The UAE’s two largest cities are Dubai and Abu

Dhabi, the former being one of the most luxurious tourism hubs on the planet, full of glitzy world-

renowned nightlife. It’s sure to attract droves of Israeli travelers once international travel is safe again.

People we know who are native born Israelis are interested in traveling to Dubai and Abu Dhabi.

Saudi Arabia has agreed to allow Israeli aircraft to use its airspace on the way to the UAE.

In fact, The Jerusalem Post has already released a travel guide for Israelis thinking about Dubai,

complete with notes on everything from Arabic cultural tours to Ski Dubai, the Middle East’s largest

indoor ski resort. (Remember, Israel has only one ski mountain.)
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Dubai is preparing for Israeli tourists, too - hungry ones. Kosher food is coming soon on flights to the

Emirates and in the city’s hotels. This follows a kosher food service started last year by a Jewish

Dubai resident. The United Arab Emirates has a small Jewish community as well and is building a

complex in Abu Dhabi that will contain three houses of worship, a mosque, a church and a

synagogue.

The UAE also does not have the anti-Israel anti-Semitic textbooks as do the Palestinians.

Expect similar news out of Bahrain, which also has a tiny Jewish community with a fascinating history.

Israel, which is the site of several Muslim holy sites, including the Al-Aqsa Mosque and Noble

Sanctuary, the Temple Mount , is hoping that UAE and Bahrain residents will return the favor and give

Israel’s flagging economy a needed boast.

Trump is obviously elated that these treaties came together, especially at the tail end of an election

season in which he has faced low approval ratings. The same applies to Netanyahu, who has spoken

for years about peace with the wider Arab world even as the Israeli-Palestinian conflict has festered.

This also marks a significant (indeed, historic) achievement for Netanyahu even as he faces protests

over his handling of COVID-19 and his ongoing trial for corruption.

But the player who might feel most vindicated is Jared Kushner, Trump’s senior adviser and point

man on Middle East peace, as well his son-in-law. Critics had mocked the real estate developer’s

role, saying he was ill qualified to take on an international diplomacy portfolio. He can fight that

criticism now in the form of the biggest peace development in decades.

Even domestic opponents of Netanyahu and Trump are pleased by the Abraham Accords. Joe Biden,

the Democratic candidate for president, said in a statement that he welcomed the treaty and that “It is

good to see others in the Middle East recognizing Israel and even welcoming it as a partner.” The

leader of Israel’s opposition, Yair Lapid, tweeted, “Congratulations to Israel, the UAE and Bahrain on

this historic agreement” — before a tweetstorm castigating Netanyahu for Israel’s coronavirus policy.

American Jewish groups from left to right also praised the deal.

The Palestinians and their supporters are the group that detests the deals. The international

community has been urging Israel to make peace with the Palestinians and withdraw from parts of the

West Bank. The widespread belief among leaders, including former Secretary of State John Kerry,

was that treaties with the wider Arab world would be impossible absent an arrangement with the

Palestinians.

These agreements prove that theory wrong. While Israel has made certain commitments not to annex

parts of the West Bank in the short term it hasn’t totally ruled it out. It has not committed to any

concrete sacrifices on the Palestinian front. The UAE and Bahrain have stated in the agreements that

they believe the deals with Israel will advance the cause of peace.

There is also talk of the UAE receiving US F35 fighter planes.

The treaties prompted a rare show of unity between Fatah and Hamas, the two rival Palestinian

groups that control the Gaza Strip and areas of the West Bank, respectively. The Palestinians’

ambassador to the United Kingdom, Husam Zomlot, tweeted that the treaty was “another Trump

media stunt to cover his failure to bully the Palestinian people & leadership into submission.”
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We wish everyone health and safety and we look forward to normalizing travels so that this year we

can the states and our friends can visit us again.

L’shanah tovah!

Suzanne and Howie

We hope you enjoy this installment from the Goodmans, 
who have graciously agreed to blog for our congregation 
their experiences as Olim in Israel. If there are specific 
topics that you are interested in hearing about of if you 
just want to stay in touch with Howie and Suzanne, you 
can reach them at: HOWIEG@aol.com

-The opinions expressed are those of the authors and may not

represent those Congregation Beth Judea- ed.
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